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When the way forwards appears uncertain, where can we convert for guidance we can trust?"ve so often
turned to my own journals. " Now, for those compelled to the pen and web page, Elena invites us to gather
our own wisdom through composing, self-inquiry, and reflection. Practice You is certainly a portable sacred
sanctuary to record our flashes of insight, discover our ground, make and clarify our goals, and bear
witness to your own evolution.   Why? Because most of the answers we seek are found within ourselves.
For yoga exercise luminary, meditation teacher, and artist Elena Brower, the solution has always been
readily available.  Whenever I’ve needed direction, power, or centering, I'     With more than 150 beautiful
pages of queries, teachings, inspiring imagery, and plenty of space to write, attract, and reflect, this
journaling adventure manuals us into nine compelling portals to our highest means of living.
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A LOVELY, Heartfelt, Mindfulness Journal  Practice You is exquisitely beautiful - click "Look Inside" the
reserve and you'll see why. Online images don't do it justice! Elena Brower's watercolors are gorgeous and
her journal prompts are so inspiring. I extremely suggest likely to Elena Brower’s website to watch her
video about the journal, and following the instagram page for even more insight about how to utilize the
journal. It's the sort of mindfulness journal you'll want to write in and draw in for many months. Such a
great way to connect to yourself. It inspires me to be more creative and more self-loving. I cannot wait
to give it as a gift to my close friends - it's so thoughtful and gorgeous. Unrelatable mystic nonsense to
me, and I love granola and art galleries I find this reserve to be really pretentious and overbearing. Paying
my electric costs to have continued access to my lights? I thought it experienced a striking and artistic
watercolor look to it and really wanted to like it but almost anything inside it is completely
unrelatable.Illustrations: "How have heartbreaks helped me come across my tribe." I don't think they
possess?"This is how We practice luminous freedom" what even is luminous freedom? It looks like something
Gwyneth Paltrow would recommend. "this is what my center feels like". I love that this is also easily
accessible for children and really helps to promote self-recognition at a age."How can discipline be a
surrender to the feminine? The prompts are helpful and meaningful."Consider a minute you felt challenged,
afraid or sad at age nine. Find yourself hugging that child you were. Now from your perspective today

compose a music, poem.. It’s a great purchase and would make an excellent gift for anyone who journals or
wish to start.. I journal every day, but occasionally I get stuck.etc. The tone and softness of the colors
actually works to bring you to a meditative condition, and you experience your breath soften, your jaw
loosen before you open up the first page.. Well put together Nice book Elena Brower is phenomenal Amazing
soul journey Five Stars Great motivation! I can see the worth in processing past encounters but that is
just too heavy handed for me.If you love art but are a bit more earthy than mystical I don't believe you
will end up satisfied with this book either. For me it's utterly unapproachable and I don't even know anyone
I possibly could give it to. BREATHLESSLY AWAITED. A journal unlike others Absolutely stunning
masterpiece of design from Elena Brower - each page has perfect prompts for evoking a positive mood for
introspection and is so much fun to write in everyday. She explains poses in a better way than many prior
teachers I've found in the past.A RARE GEM! Breathlessly awaiting this journal, and was so pleased that it
had been everything wished for! The artwork is very nice, too... year previous self.. As a yoga exercises
teacher and practitioner I discover the insights and guidance something I can not only use for myself, but
make use of to create intentions for classes.I purchased this for myself and go through each page before
you begin any writing inside. This is a uncommon gem, thought out completely, even the sort face is
personal, so when you turn each page, it is a bit like getting a 'hug'! Beautiful, Significant Journal This
journal is beautiful." Gibberish if you ask me.I specifically love the webpages that invite you to write a
letter to your younger (or future) self. I’m so thankful my friend told me concerning this journal. She
enjoys it and I understand she's been uplifted by taking into consideration the simple phrases which are
therefore beautifully presented. First there's the experience of the thick, initial quality paper it is made
from, then there are the watercolor designs and pictures on every page. I've turn into a devotee of hatha
solely through her detailed explanations of form.This journal recommends meditation in each section and if
you aren't a meditator a few of the phrases my seem confusing but even though you are not there is
message after message that people can all understand:"This is what I admire most about myself
today""This is one way it feels when I really believe in myself""This is exactly what home feels like"There
are sections where you are asked to create a letter/poem to your 6, 9, etc.and turning the pages one

feels as if they are actually in Elena's existence, and she actually is guiding you thru this trip, as in a
restorative workshop. I realized immediately that this will be a perfect present for a friend who had been
treated badly (and wrongly) at the job. I use intellectually and medically challenged adults and am currently
planning on using many parts of the journal in classes to greatly help them become more self aware. This



might seem pointless and strange to somebody who had a content childhood but for those of us who didn't,
these sections, (and most of us will never actually write the letter) can help remember that dark time
with the knowledge that things improved - a healing experience which makes letting move of past hurts
easier. Her confidence had been shattered by people who's opinions don't matter. She doesn't meditate or
journal but I knew that the messages in this publication would, by just reading them, help her to recognize
her value and importance to herself, the world, and the many people who care about her. Beautiful Inside
and Away - A Pleasure to Hold in Your Hand This journal is beautiful atlanta divorce attorneys way a book
can be. I discover her energy to become calming and incredibly grounding. Bought as something special I
purchased this as a gift for a friend and today it's on my Christmas list. I am practicing with Elena Brower
through YogaGlo since July. It has been the single most important daily routine in my own life.I would
haven't any hesitation in buying this again and again for anyone I idea needed it or simply likes beautiful
factors.. Finally there are the messages and queries to contemplate which will make you consider how you
discover yourself and the way you allow the people and world around you to impact the way you feel and
take action. I used to do faster yoga but There is a happy medium between yin and yang in hatha. This
journal is normally a perfect complement to a yoga and meditation practice. I enjoyed the prompts - they're
unique of what many journals could have, even more abstract. I discover myself touching it as the style

pulls you in with its softness, curved edges, paper choice.. I really do not even understand what that
means. Will end up being gifting to numerous in the future! Completely beautiful item! I originally bought it
as something special Totally beautiful item! I originally purchased it as a gift, and enjoyed it so very much I
had to have one too :) A life changing journal Perfectly done journal, inspirational, will for sure change how
you lead your life. It really makes you reflect on your lifestyle choices and refocus. Amazing journal So far
I really love this journal. Assists me to really believe deeper into myself with all of the questions. Love, love,
love my Practice You journal I have been thus impressed with this journal.. Practice you inspires me to
create about points I wouldn’t have thought of, and it’s such a lovely watercolor journal. I’m delighted to
utilize this journal to continue working on connecting to my self and selecting my truths.. I like that it can
help you examine certain topics." My memories old 9 aren't very distinct from 8-10-11.
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